A SHORT LIFE of VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS

L. such a short period of popular reign, the spirit of the Constitution of the Veterans of Future Wars has come into our view and thereunder we have in mind the name Leopold S. Ranke. The list of the college veterans were in the forefront of attention and while the school and metropolitan newspapers were playing up the idea very strongly, they have failed to get any public interest or degrees of reaction to the movement from extreme prejudice or skepticism, but only through unreflecting and hasty criticism on the other. The Veterans of Foreign Wars and the American Legion puffed and pranced with new assurance, but the recent events have washed the grudging bit a little, the press was mobilized and a general public play-up to the limit. The alumnus insulators and supporters floated for a spell on the cloud of self-satisfaction, and the general public opinion was swayed.

But of a sudden the Veterans ran out of material to keep up the barrage of ridicule, because of the letters from the newspapers who were enthusiastic, and for the past couple of weeks little has been heard of the matter. The post is not that often lived its short lifetime.

Among the college papers, reactions to the V. F. W. varied also from whole-hearted support to movement to movement to support which we are not in sympathy with the cause for which they fought, most of us seem to be agreed on the idea that the move of the V. F. W. can well serve as a symbol of the representatives of the people who so often, spurious the American's money to the satisfaction of minority demands.

The treatment of the veterans' bonus was merely the subject which presented the opportunity for this week's letter, which is sitting by the college youth through the V. F. W. If the ridicule handed out here has pinched the right person a little, the effort of the original insulators and supporters have not been wasted. No one should pass by the activities of the group disapprovingly, with the impression that it is just another yesteryear prank accompanied with thoughtlessness and disregard for the possib...